
Taxi To The Airport: A Guide To Getting
To Sju From Old San Juan
Old San Juan, the historic area of the resources city of San Juan, is a must-see location for
any traveler visiting Puerto Rico. With its captivating streets lined with vivid colonial-style
buildings, galleries, and cultural tourist attractions, Old San Juan is a great area to discover
the island's abundant history and also society. One of the very best ways to get there is by
taking a taxi. In this article, we'll provide you with a thorough guide to taking a taxi to Old San
Juan, complete with tips and also suggestions for making the most of your trip.

I. Picking a Trustworthy Taxi Business

The primary step in taking a taxi to Old San Juan is to select a credible and also accredited
taxi company. You can ask your resort or resort for suggestions, or you can seek a company
online that has great reviews. Ensure to check for a business's licenses, accreditations, and
insurance before you book. This will certainly ensure that you remain in excellent hands and
your trip will certainly be secure and comfortable.

II. Settle on the Fare

Before beginning your trip, it's important to agree on the fare with the motorist. This will
certainly prevent any type of complication or disputes later on. Most taxi firms approve cash
and also credit card settlements, so see to it to verify the accepted mode of payment prior to
you begin your journey.

III. Course and also Scenery

When taking a taxi to taxi to old san juan, you'll be able to admire the lovely seaside sights of
the Atlantic Ocean. Along the road, you'll additionally pass by a few of one of the most
popular neighborhoods in the city such as Miramar, Condado, and also Santurce. Make
certain to ask your vehicle driver to take you through one of the most breathtaking paths.
This will certainly provide you the opportunity to absorb the sights
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and sounds of the city, and also maximize your trip to Old San Juan.

IV. Extra Solutions

Some taxi firms use additional services such as Wi-Fi or phone billing ports. If these are
essential to you, see to it to ask if the business provides them. This will make your trip extra
comfy and also hassle-free. You can also ask if the company provides a scenic tour solution,
where the motorist will take you around the city and mention the major landmarks and also
destinations in Old San Juan.



V. Tips and also Recommendations

When taking a taxi to Old San Juan, it is necessary to maintain a couple of points in mind:

Plan your journey in advance and make sure to book your taxi well prior to your set up trip.

During peak season or weekend breaks, it can be difficult to discover a taxi instantly, so it's
better to publication ahead of time.

Ask for referrals from locals or various other vacationers, they might have had a good
experience with a particular firm or driver.

Always carry a map or a manual of Old San Juan with you, so you can conveniently navigate
as well as plan your schedule.

Don't hesitate to ask concerns and also verify information with the firm to make sure a
smooth and also efficient trip.

In conclusion, taking a taxi to Old San Juan is a practical and also effective means to check
out the city's abundant history and also society. By following our ideas and also referrals, you
can ensure that your trip fits and also hassle-free. Do not forget to absorb the views and also
noises of the city, as well as make the most of your trip to Old San Juan.


